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Session 1)            Two hours 
Give a one and a quarter hour review of the mechanics of the game and then a 4 end game. 
 

0. Introductions 
00. Hand out the training session schedule (three introductory sessions & what’s to be covered) 

 
1. Shoes required in order to avoid grass damage 
2. The Jack.  Your team’s bowls. The object of the game is to have your team’s bowls closest to the 

Jack when all the bowls have been delivered. This is called an END. The group of bowls around 
the Jack is called the Head. 

3. How to size and hold your bowl. (Then find a set of club bowls of the right hand size and weight) 
 

The above should have taken about 20 minutes 
 

4. How to place the mat. See the number on the rink’s back board, this represents your rink. 
5. Foot placement on the mat and taking your aim 
6. How to deliver your bowl (no bounce please) and a clean release from the hand. 
7. Start by aiming at the left or right rink edge markers. 

 
EVERYONE PRACTICE DELIVERING 4 BOWLS WHILE TRAINER(S) COACH 
 

The above should have taken about 30 minutes 
TAKE A 10 MINUTE BREAK AND EXPLAIN THE FOLLOWING 
 

8. A bowl is out of play on the sides when... 
9. How to deliver the jack 
10. The hog lines  
11. Directing the skip to place the jack  

 
EVERYONE PRACTICE DELIVERING AT LEAST ONE JACK OVER THE FAR HOG LINE AND DIRECT THE 
SKIP TO PLACE IT ON CENTRE 
 

12. A bowl striking the jack and going into the ditch 
13. Jack out of bounds. The Re-Spot Rule 
14. Walking briskly to the other end so skips can play 

Answer questions. 
 

The above should have taken about 25 minutes 
 

 
PLAY a 4 end game (bring in volunteer skips. Skips will do the scoring but teach the counting and 
measuring) 
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Session 2)            Two hours How to feel at home at your new club 
Recap session 1) points 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 9, 11, 13 
 

15. What is a Jitney?  
16. Procedure for entering into a Tag draw at Milton 

- When you are a guest bowler or prospective member intending to play, ask the draw master 
to pencil your name on a blank club-name-disk =Tag. This tag is hung BY YOU on the game 
tag board. Hang your tag in an appropriate position for your level of skill; lead, second, vice 
or skip. The teams are not made up yet, so you can hang your tag on any vacancy at the 
position you want to play. If you are a beginner then you will play lead. The draw master 
may change your chosen play position.  

- The draw master (can be a different person for each event) will remove each positions tag 
from the tag board and place them in separate containers. Teams are created by randomly 
pulling tags from the containers in order of skip, vice second lead and hanging them back on 
the tag board for all the players to reference.  

- Find the team you are assigned and go to the rink specified on the game tag board.       
Shake hands with your team members and the opposition and wish them “good bowling”. 
Get ready to play by putting your bowls on the rink near the ditch. 

- If your team plays first, decided by the toss of a coin, get ready to set the mat. If not then 
clean your bowl and watch the oppositions lead, deliver their bowl. 

- When all the bowls have been delivered, the (apparently) loosing Vice measures first. Bowls 
that are conceded as being in the count, are placed by the vice on a conveniently placed 
cloth to keep them apart from the rest of the Head while measuring continues. 

- When measuring is completed the Jack will be lifted. At that point the losing teams lead will 
rake up the bowls and deposit them to the back edge of the rink. 

- The winning teams lead places the mat. 

17. Other equipment (grippo, pencil, chalk, cloth, measure, water bottle, sun block, hat, wind 
breaker, rain jacket,) 

18. Who measures and how. Ancillary measuring equipment wedges, caliper, string & mirror for out 
of play at sides of rink. 100 foot Tape for hog line measures and 6 foot pole for mat placement. 

19. Measuring disputes. Casual games (nearby Vice or Skip), official competitions (umpire). 

20. When do I have to wear a team uniform? 

21. Club Calendar and OLBA Calendar. How to sign up for events at other clubs. 

22. To enter a District tournament your footwear, uniform and  bowls must be regulation. 
 

Training games like caterpillar  
Play a six end game 


